
Sepher Yetziat Metsryim —Exodus 13
Pessæch — Passover — Progressions

And the unified of YahúWah declares/gives Words hwhy rbdyw 1

pertaining to ALMaShayh for consideration/to become a Saying: :rmal hçm la

Qudash/Set apart/distinguish çdq 2

for the Ring of Laúwi/for the Body of the Tree of Life to be in your midst lkyl

the foremost fruit of the mind (which is upon the Tree of Life in the beginning) rfp rwkb

the foremost fruit of the mind  µjr lk

within the offspring of YishARAL larçy ynbb

within Adam µdab

and within the animated/living/quickened ones/who cluster together in a dwelling/
(the origin of every soul) hmhbbw 

according to the hands/actions is the Hhúwa/breathing/coming into being. :awh yl 

Adim/Adam are unified Teraysarunim of distilled thoughts, formed from the ashes of the
oylah of HhaKuwahnim. The animated ones (beasts) are the paired heads that appear first upon
the Tree of Life, from which comes the branches of the twelve tribes of YishARAL. 

The Origin of Passover is from the Twilight of Creation, when the Shayh (commonly ren-
dered as Lamb) is slain, and the first born of HhaSham dies. The twilight period is the gathering
of Understanding, when the skies are silver and the teachings of lilah are about to be come forth
with the radiance of Knowledge that sets a state in which the stars of Knowledge are evident.
This is the iconic night of Understanding filled with the hours of Mind when the Words of
Knowledge flow as stars filled sky. Upon this night, every Name is called to go forth in their
appointed season. It is the night that we remember every year at Pessech whereby we recall our
origins and purposes of coming into the world. 

With the offering of the Shayh, the foundation of the worlds are laid. The stone of meShich
is the Rock of the Foundation of our Name when we are formed from the altars of Yæhh; hence,
meShich is the foundation of your Name and the soul through which you are clothed with the
garments of meShich.  Within the shayh are all concepts of Light that Wisdom speaks and
releases through its life giving blood.  When we partake of the shayh sacrifice, we eat the Bread
formed by the unleavened and uncompromising Principles of Wisdom, whereby we are made, by
and for The Shayh. The Shayh is from the Ring of Úwah-Bayit—within the Body of Shamoúnn;
therefore meShich is of Wisdom which is laid at the side of Understanding, from which comes
the worlds and all that they contain. 

The Collective of YahúWah eat matzut for seven days—unto complete and perfect deeds
of the Aúwerim/Lights. As the Words of Unleavened Bread of the Unified of ALhhim are spo-
ken, they create the worlds as unleavened states.  How then does a world became leavened,
when all things from the beginning are unleavened?  How do we reconcile the current world
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with the premise of all things coming from an Incorruptible Word? The Seed of the Word is
incorruptible; and likewise its fruit that is hung upon Tree of Life. The Seed of every Tree is a
gathering of Words that comprise the branches of the Tree. When the Teúwrah speaks of the
Trees of Knowledge, it is a reference to the Heads that rise from the foundations of Wisdom and
Understanding. Within the Mind are the Trees of Knowledge that pertain to every Name.  

The State of Mind, and therefore the Trees of Knowledge within Adam, are those forming
from the Rings of their Names. For there are no trees until there is Adam, whereby we compre-
hend that the Trees of Knowledge, are those that are cultivated by Adam [SMB/Gen 2:4-9]; hence
the Teuwrah reads: “And the Collective YahuWah of ALhhim What does it mean that Adam par-
took of the Trees of Knowledge? It means that Adam learned inwardly, whereby the fruit that
was forming in their mind became accepted, and thus eaten, whereby there came to be that
which is corruptible, for they partook of that which was apart from the Tree of Life in the midst
of the Garden. How did Adam learn inwardly? Learning is composed through the Rings of 7,
which are the Eyes. When the eyes are untrained, or see apart from Shamoúnn, they formulate
fruit whose numbers are defective, for they lack the Numbers of Understanding. The mind of
Adam that eats from the Tree of Knowledge, partakes of the fruit that is formed within the
branches of their mind, whereby they discern what is good and evil. In that all things are known
by the fruit of the Tree, the tree is called the Knowledge of Good and Evil, for it is the means of
discerning what is of the collective and what is of the associations.  As one partakes from the
Trees formed from within their own minds, being biased by their perceptions, they are formed
apart from Understanding. Adam computes expressions that contain thoughts which are not of
whole Numbers. Therefore, the fruit is composed of numbers that are defective, as they are the
expression/fruit from their tree; and the hence the seed within their fruit cannot yield the pattern
of the Shayh and HhaKuwáhen, who are formed as pairs in the midst of perfect consciousness.

What is in the midst of all things is the Body of Consciousness of HhaKuwáhnim, through
which the Unified Tree of Wisdom and Understanding, formed by the Lights of Chakmah and
Bayinah, arises and bears the fruit of Gad—The Words of Life in which there is no death. From
the Tree in the midst comes the Shayh, formed at the right side that spans the south and the west.
The right side springs forth from the Kuwáhen of the left side that spans the north and the east,
through whose words of Illumination, all things are formed. The kuwáhen and the shayh are the
two witnesses depicted in the writings of Chazon/Revelations that stand beside the Menorah,
being the ones on the left and the right. Through these formulative patterns of thought which are
in the Shayh and the Kuwáhen, all Offspring of HhaALhhim are born whereby comes
maShayh/Moses and Aharúwan/Aaron, and every pair of Names born of HhaALhhim. In that all
Names have within them two sides, there is the foundation of Chakmah and Bayinah within all
Names to formulate the Trees of Knowledge, whereby one comes to full Illumination, and none
shall be denied to know all in the Midst, for by forming the Words of Gad, they shall have
right—the inward signs—through which they have access to the Tree of Life.  

The fruit, or expressions of the Word, are given for the satisfying joy of the unified Minds,
whereby they comprise the very house of the Word, even as a fruit is the house of the congregat-
ed Seeds. The Unified Body of ALhhim is the fruit of the Word that does not perish.

However, if one accepts/takes a fruit apart from the Collective Tree, then that fruit will spoil,
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being not sustained by the unified Branches. The fruit of the Body of HhaALhhim is the collec-
tive wholeness of all parts as one, but the fruit of the first/initial Adam is not ripe/whole unit
they consider the unity of all parts to be as one. Those of the initial Adamic mind have yet to
enter into the unity of mind, for until they do so they cannot come into a unity of the Rings, nor
have access to the Tree of Life, being foreign unto them. For this reason Adam hid before the
Faces of YahuWah, for their eyes did not see that they were one with HhuHaALhhim, for if they
understood that they were one, they would not sense within themselves that they needed to hide
from the Eyes of the Unified. Every secret kept within the mind or the soul is a sign of separa-
tion from the Unity of Rings, and every secret keeps a space that has been appointed for a fruit
of Knowledge to be formed there. For is one takes a part of the ALphah, or from one side of the
Tree without the other side, the Seed within that fruit would not be complete to revitalize itself,
but will perish with the fruit. Can you take Bayinah apart from Chakmah, if so then you enter
into the darkness of Mitsraim. Taking a fruit is accepting an expression. The fruit of Yúwsphah,
being taken from the Tree of Yaoquv, apart from Yahúdah, has caused the imperfect fruit of mor-
tality, displayed in the failing fruit of genders, which are non-unified bodies created not by
HhaALhhim, but as miscalculations of the initial mind of Adam that fell short in the counting.
When one part is taken from the whole, a thought of violation, or sin, enters into the world, and
this thought alone leads to corruption and death.

For Pessech we select the shayh by the counting of the souls—all components of the unified
Body within Enlightenment [SYM/Ex 12:3-4-5]. In this manner we come to partake of the complete
fruit of Aharúwan, being the body of maShayh. The shayh of Pessech is of the configurations of
Yahúdah, born in the House of Shamoúnn. The shayh is the Body of HhaKuwáhnim, formed in
HhaALhhim, upon the right side, in the ring of Shamoúnn. Through the transposition of the
Rings, we come to understand how all bodies are formed, and what they contain in their layers
of thoughts.  The Value of the Shayh is found in the House of Yahúdah. The common English
translation “from the sheep or from the goats” is faulty. The Teúwrah says, that the Shayh is

from the sheep and from the goats, meaning literally from a Unified Body of Wisdom and

Understanding. The Unified Body is a Body in which all parts are together as One Kingdom. In
the House of Yahúdah, the Head of Aparryim is in the very center from which it serves all parts
as the pulse beat—the heart of Enlightenment. In the divided kingdom the Head of Aparryim
projects the seed outwardly, rather than inwardly, and the houses of the kings are divided. The
Shayh, whose values are 915, is the Meekness of all Assembled through which one finds the
Splendor of Light, from which the Unified Body appears with full spectrum and radiance.  The
Value of the Shayh is hidden within the House of Yahúdah, but when the Eyes of RAuwáben
have grace to see where the Shayh resides, it is so apparent that no one could miss beholding this
Body of Unity. Needless to say, we only make our exit from the lands of slavery with a unified
Body fully opened, as will be on Pessech, the commemoration of the first offering of the
Kuwáhnim when they opened their body of thought before the worlds were formed, for until we
partake of a unified body, we dwell in the imperfect and remain enslaved to our miscalcula-
tions/reckonings. The unified Body is formed by the unified pairs of Numbers. Within the Body
of the Shayh is the House of Yúwsphah/Joseph, whose bones, or internal structure is carried
upon our shoulders as the ark. We keep/cherish the Shayh until the 14th at evening, upon which
it is opened at the neck of the Neúwn, letting to flow the river of blood upon the four portals of
our dwellings, which mark the gates through which we enter into paths of full Enlightenment. It
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is not that we leave or exit Mitsraim, but rather that we ascend— go up  through Mitsraim—

and enter into the unified Body through the portals where the blood is applied, of which a rem-
nant of this thought is carried with us as a smear of blood appears at the Dallath before a child is
born. Every Pessech, we are granted access to enter into the dwellings of Chakmah, through
which we come to see all that is within Bayinah. 

As the Fire creates its own lamp/menorah and supplies its own oil, so does the The Oyits
Chayim/Tree of Life produce the twelve fruit of unity, which is the House of the Words of Life.
The fruit is the glory expressing the Word, whereby we know the flavor of the Word and where-
by we partake of the attributes of the Word unfolded. What is the value of creating fruit that
remains forever? The fruit is a confirmation, a product of the season/moon effect; but the Word
is eternal, unleavened that comes from the midst of the Oyin:Oyin—the unified consciousness of
the pairs of HhaKuwáhnim. The world of Light are congruent Rings to be journeyed through,
whereby we know the invisible through the visible. The world of darkness are of disjointed rings
that enslave the mind, as one snagged unto futility. As one accepts the fruit/expressions of the
Trees of Knowledge in Arrat, we come to know all that is within the Tayit Heads of
Understanding, and thereby enter into the very Minds of the Most High, from which the Word,
bearing the fruit of Knowledge, is formulated in HhaALhhim, and from whose House comes the
Shayh to reveal the glory of the Origins of Antiquities from the foundation of Chakmah.

YahúWah speaks/declares unto maShayh—unto drawing out the Lamb. The Lamb is the
servant of Wisdom, born in the House of Shamoúnn. All that YahúWah says unto maShayh is
unto drawing out all within the Shayh that is opened through which the worlds are formed. The
constructs of thoughts that are heard in Shamoúnn, in which the Shayh is formed, is composed
into documents, written according to the Fire Nature of our Name. This record of words is com-
monly called the Law of Moses. These are the Words that Unified of ALhhim speak in creating
the worlds through the complete utterance of seven days. The Unified speak unto complete acts
of light to be revealed, whereby there are 7 days, a day for each of the Rings of Perfection. The
Words of Life are heard again and again for they reverberate within us, through Shamounn, as
we come into each stage of expressing the Words of Life. We hear the Words as we faces within
faces, being at the appropriate space, vibration, and level of development. By hearing the Words
the fruit of Knowledge is born from within us. 

The process begins by going into Midyan where the Words of Fire are heard. The process
culminates by bringing up all aspects of Name to the mountain to hear the Words of Fire.

In each major transition, as from Mitsraim or from Bemidbar, we go through Midyan,
and then into the next territory. Hence, via deduction, we understand that HhaSham dwelt in
Midyan prior to the creation of the world. Midyan, has been called the subconscious; however,
the term is not inclusive of all that Midyan holds. It is more. It is the center of the priesthood: ie.
Yethro’s station. It is where the priest come for meetings: ie. Aharúwan meeting maShayh there.
Hence, we may call it the Center of Origin from which all spins forth. There is a centrifugal
force within Midyan that distinguishes what is present and spins off an expression what it holds
or has formulated. The expression contains the force of being propelled forth. Once the Mind
has developed a plan within the Center of Origin, the force to accomplish it is within the plan.
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We are confident in the Mind of YahúWah that all initiations are being fulfilled.

Chapter 6:10-15
And YahúWah speaks/giving access to the House of Knowing hwhy rbdyw 10

unto maShayh/unto drawing out Wisdom’s Light/unto revealing the Shayh hcm la

for considerations/for sayings. rmal 

HhaSham speaks unto maShayh, unto drawing out Wisdom
Via maShayh speaking to Pharaoh who determines our residence within the body/manifesta-

tion
maShayh speaks according to the Faces of YahúWah
YahúWah speaks unto maShayh coupled with Aharuwan to bring forth from Mitsraim

Via internalizing the ideas/appearing, speak/approach the House of the Mind rbd ab 11

unto Pharaoh/unto the karmic positioning h[rp la

the King of Egypt/Mitsraim myrxm klm 

and the unified will send forth/release jlcyw

the totality of the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb ta

from Mitsraim. wxram

As we hear the Words in one level so we transfer them unto the next in command. As we
hear concerning maShayh. All that Wisdom emanates, we transfer the message unto the
Guardian of the Energies—Pharaoh. By Pharaoh we are given land, a space of definition where-
by concepts are revealed by forms. We may say the Egypt is a State of Reflections of the
Transforming Mind at work in the waters/myrxm. We must work through Pharaoh, the King of
the Reflections. What we do is reflected in our State of occupation. If we violate a law, we may
find that our occupation state is a jail or imprisonment. If we walk orderly according to the
Torah we find ourselves in a land of Liberty. Now this we may understand that our dwelling
state is a reflection and a consequence of our deeds. Hence, Pharaoh, is the principle of Mind,
appointed to determine our residency. Though one may not be imprisoned by society, when we
violate the Torah, we are held in check and unable to proceed until there is a transfer of the
Aharúwanic Mind into our minds or house(s) of energies. 

We must appear or come to Pharaoh with a statement conveying that we have understood
the Voice of YahúWah. Without the statement, we cannot proceed. However; upon our presenta-
tion and approachment, the King of Egypt will release us from the bondage to the forms. The
King is not greater than the Word that established his office, but subject to the Word. Our Words
determine the ability to move forward. Throughout the wilderness period, which are States of
Developing the Vocabulary of YahúWah—bemidbar/rbdmb, we go from one state unto another
as we develop in the Word. 

As we speak the Word of YahúWah—the Word of Perfect Unity, all of our energies are at
liberty. Should we speak the words of division, than our entire house is restricted/enslaved.
Upon speaking the Word of Perfect Unity, our entire house moves forward arising out of the
defined forms—Mitsraim. As the Oyits Chaim/Tree of Life, we did not come to reside as slaves
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to the earth, but to arise through it and govern the spaces of our Names. The night of
Pessech/Passover is the release from the our state of captivity, whatever level we are yet held at.
Baruch HhaSham. 

In unity/coupled with, maShayh speaks/giving access to the Mind of Revelation hcm

rbdyw12

for the Faces of/before YahúWah hwhy ynpl 

for meditation/a saying. rmal 

Of certain/They, the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb nh

they are not listening unto me. yla w[mc al

And how then shall Pharaoh hear me? h[rp yn[mcy kyaw 

Coupled with, I am one of veiled/speech/lips. mytpc lr[ ynaw

When ever we speak we open up our Minds of Revelation/rbdy. In speaking with the
Voice of YahúWah we are providing an opening into the Faces/United Expressions of YahúWah.
This is the message that will set the House of YishARAL in progression.    

And YahúWah speaks/giving access to the House of Knowing hwhy rbdyw 13

AL maShayh and AL Aharúwan nrha law hcm la 

and the unified orders them mwxyw 

pertaining the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb la 

coupled with Pharaoh h[rp law

Melech/King of Egypt myrxm klm 

to cause to rise/emerge ayxwhl

the total offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb ta

from the State of Definitions/Mitzraim. myrxm xram

The awareness and question of maShayh leads to entering into another chamber of the
Master Mind. There are subsequent Words issued forth pertaining to the nature of Wisdom and
unto the enlightenment of Mind—Aharuwan. The message of HhaSham orders/arranges them
together pertaining to the offspring of YishARAL and concerning Pharaoh. In ordering them
they are initiated into how to communicate both with the spiritual energies of YishARAL and
also the energies governing the physical manifestation. Note the ordering process affects both
dynamics that will bring about the exodus/the going forth of the children of YishARAL from the
lands into which they have been defined. 

These are the Heads ycar hla 14

of their father’s houses nta tyb

the offspring of RAuwáben nbwar ynb 

b’chor YishARAL/the ripening of enlightenment/firstborn   larcy rkb

Chanuch and Pallu   awlpw kwnj

Hetsrun and Carmi  ymrkw nrxj

Coupled with the offspring of Shamoúnn nw[mc ynbw 15

Yemuel coupled with Yamin coupled with Ahad dhaw nymyw lawmy
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coupled with Yachin and Tschur rjxw nykyw

coupled with Shaul, a formulation the Canaani rtyn[nkh nb lwacw

These are the families of Shamoúnn. nw[mc tjpcm hla

Coupled with the Names of the offspring of Laúwi :ywl ynb twmc hlaw 16

Proceeding from Mitzraim according to the Faces of Unity

Verse 19

And MaShayh takes/appropriates, grasps, takes hold of in an active mode  hçm jqyw 19  

the complete skeleton/life structure of Yoseph/to increase  πswy twmx[ ta

with him/to establish a people wm[  

for to become complete he initiated a fulfillment—   [ybçh [bçh yk

the totality of the formulations of Yisrael    larçy ynb ta

to become a saying/for a meditation:   rmal

To know the values  [of the formulations of Yisrael] ALhhim will muster/be enjoined

µyhla dqpy dqp

with you—with your branches, µkta

and you will ascend/bring up    µtyl[hw

the complete skeleton/bony structure from this    hzm ytmx[ ta 

with you/the complete branches of life.    :µkta 

MaShayh takes hold of the structure of the energy of life called Joseph. When we read

the ancient writings pertaining to the tribes of Israel we are not reading of a particular person but

of a collective arrangement of energies, branches of light frequencies, that make up each of us.

Joseph, for example refers to the reproductive head or sexual frequency of life within us. When

the Torah says that Moses takes hold of the skeleton of Joseph it means that the Fire Nature of

our Life is grasping or taking hold of the sexual energies verses the sexual energy taking hold of

the Fire. Our society is attempting to define sexual identity; however, these defined identities

will still operate on the same level as they are commonly portrayed in our society and as those

bound in Egypt wherein the Fire Nature is taken captive by the elements. Let us take the concept

of sexuality up an octave and see our sexuality not as an identity issue that to know its value as

the structure of Life that has within it the force to fulfill our conception via transformations.

Moses, the nature of our Fire being, grasp with an understanding to appropriate the complete

skeleton or structure of life pertaining to Joseph.  When the Master of the Land, Joseph, brought

us into the Land of Egypt, he did more than just carry us across from one land to another. He ini-

tiated a series of progressions whereby our coming into the land will be fulfilled. He also gave a

saying for us to focus on this fulfillment of our journeys: To know the values of all of our
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branches, ALhhim will muster or be enjoined to our branches of life. As we know the values of

our tribal arrangements within, we will arise and bring forth the complete skeleton or structure

of life from this—from the joining of ALhhim within our branches.

There are many sayings that remind us of life processes. For example, the third saying of

the Ten Words commonly reads: do not take the name of the lord your god in vain. Better trans-

lated: You will not bring up the Name of YHWH of your ALhhim for vanity or separateness, for

YHWH does not enlighten to verify one to raise the Name’s Unity for separateness. The saying

that corresponds to this process is “Float the Rock”. The Name of YHWH is the foundational

Stone of our being. When we float the rock we cause the stone to arise through our body waters

and become inscribed in our forehead. We are unable to raise or lift up the Name when we are

engaging our energies for vanity or separateness. However, as we unite our energies unto the

Master Name of Unity, the Rock of our Foundation arises and its glorious rays fill our con-

sciousness. The Rock Floats! 

When we came into this dimension of being—that is, into our human bodies that we are

wearing today, we came with a saying of Joseph: “It’s all in the bag.” — When you know the

values of your sexuality your will arise into the next Stage. As the Lights of ALhhim released in

your members, your tribal arrangements will be reformulated. The grasping of the skeleton of

Joseph is the basis for a passover or the means to emerge into a new dynamic of life. 

The Going Forth from Mitzraim is seen in two arenas of progression:

First, we do not leave Mitzraim but we go forth from Mitzraim. That is, we do not leave our

bodies of flesh, but we go forth from these defined boundaries. The human body, being an

arrangement of dermatones and metamere patterns, is constructed to serve our Name in every

level or stage of progression. The body serves to define with manifestation the attributes and

relationship of light frequencies and patterns. While we become enslaved within this wonder-

ment, we are called via the assembly of elders to emerge through these veils and operate above

verses being captivated within. The body being made with circle patterns and the spiraling force

of Cush, we are enabled to see the patterns of light from every perspective.  

Passover jsp occurs when there is an opening within the spiral web patterns of light that

give way to an ascension. The ladder of light is a spiraling staircase which as we descend and

ascend upon it we are able to see each attribute from the perspective of the north, the east, the

south and the west thereby having a full spectrum view of each issue of Wisdom. While we are

called to celebrate the Passover in the first month, some are detained in their journeys, and hence

the Torah provides for Passover in the second month also, indicating the that via chodesh

hashani—the activity of light to renew/to accomplish a new beginning one may celebrate the
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Passover. Hence we apply or appropriate the skeleton of Yoseph as we are activated to enter into

a new stage of renewal. 

There is also common view that Passover is leaving behind Mitzraim.  In the following con-

text one may leave Mitzaim. When we have become bound by physical measurements that are

going nowhere and have no potential to go beyond their scope of existence, one may depart from

those states. For example, when one has become caught in the traps of religion that continues to

take them around the same circles year after year, one may leave that behind to enter the expand-

ing orbits of light studies. Or when the physical world becomes the projection of one’s ego, one

may depart from those constructs. These are psuedo states and hence not forms of Life them-

selves. Go ahead and get out of all pseudo states.  However; the Torah scroll of going up or

going out of Egypt is not meant to leave behind the physical forms but to arise within them.  The

human body has the potential of going beyond its scope of existence and forms just as a worm

may be transformed according to the inner light principles that are inhabiting the structure.

There is an correlation of the gel mass of the worm as it enters into the cocoon to the gel mass of

the human body as it undergoes decay from which a new structure emerges. We should not dis-

miss the activity that goes on in the grave any more than we would dismiss the wonderment of

activity ongoing within the womb as the Name is in phases of transition and formulations.

At Passover, we must visit the cemetery of Joseph and to take up his bones with us as we

journey into new spirals of light. Inorder for us to maintain our new ascent, we are provide with

a supportive structure or a skeleton whereby we move with strength and are enabled to run with

the Spirit in our faces. A tree and a man has many similarities. The difference of a tree and a

man is this: the man has a skeleton in his closet to move through many orbits of illumination

whereas a tree is fixed within one orbit field. Each tree has its unique position according to the

frequency of light that it emits and is designated to bear one kind of fruit; however, a man bears

twelve fruit each year, a fruit for each of the twelve moons of the year.

Let us go to the cemetery within our watery graves. Some say that the bones of Yoseph rise

in the Nile River on Passover night, the river in which the Hebrews sons are cast. I like this sym-

bolism for the River of Egypt is within the foundation of our loins, running through the seat of

the Joseph energy. To facilitate our transformation from our current form to the winged form we

are becoming, we must go to the land of Yoseph, the very foundational energy that brings us into

the land of Egypt and from there draw out the bones of our patriarch. 

vs 19: And Mashe appropriates the bones of Yoseph. As ma-sheh/Moses is rendered: the

drawing forth of the Lamb, we may grasp the significance of the bones of Joseph as we draw out
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the Passover Lamb. In so doing we are bringing forth the bones of Yoseph. From the dispersion

of Israel, we are to take the captives from the dungeons and pyramids of Egypt, from the slave

fields of Assyria, and from the furnaces of Babylon and release them to be FREE--free to fly,

free to operate according to the nature of light that transcends our impositions and temporary

forms. 

Passover says that there is no energy too great, no depression too deep, no lust too passionate

that can stop the King and Priest from arising within you and to become robed with every gar-

ment of Light coming out of your loins. 

The saying of Joseph: Paqad yeep-qod ALhhim etkem reminds us that the EverLiving

Principles of ALhhim will visit us year to year. When ALhhim visit us they are enjoined with us,

becoming the principles whereby we branch further and bear fruit. When ALhhim come to visit,

they take up permanent residence. 

And they journey from Sukkot    tksm w[syw 20  

and they encamp in Etham   µtab wnjyw

at the edge/border of the Wilderness/the illumination of extracting the Word.   :rbdmh hxqb 

Our progressions comes via Sukkot—from structuring our tribes unto totality. The result of

our celebration of Sukkot is the basis of our emergence at Passover. As we structure our branch-

es to be complete, to be the sum value of life so will we encamp in Etham/µta—within the col-

lective signs of Light being reflected to us in everything that we behold. We come to the edge of

the Wilderness wherein lies the opportunity to see within the Word Forms around us. When we

are living on the edge we are dwelling at the uttermost extension of our transformations of Light. 

And YHWH/And being joined with YHWH   hwhyw 21 

He defines the order of branching for their faces—on behalf of their faces.   µhynpl ˚lh

Their day is through a pillar of cloud/Amud anan ˆn[ dwm[b µmwy

to transport/lead them the Way    ˚rdh µtjnl   

And a night is through a pillar of fire/Amud Ash ça dwm[b hlylw

to be the light for them.    µhl ryahl  

As the ALhhim visit us, we are enjoined with YHWH; therefore He walks/continues to
reveal our faces—according to our expressions. For how can one walk with YHWH unless they
are joined to the principles of light? YHWH walks—he illuminates our orders/classes of branch-
es/˚lh. The Unity of Life proceeds on behalf of our expressions of Life. The Faces of Unity
shine toward us and thereby activate the corresponding faces within us. As the Faces of our
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Name arise within us, we become complete/whole. 

The United Faces of Light goes before us. The Unity Principle in the worlds leads the
galaxies. The Unity Principle within us goes before us directing us to verify all within. The
Faces of Unity are continually before our faces whereby we are Face to Face and thereby know
the Way. The Unity Principle is going before all nations to bring us together. The Unity Principle
is illuminating the consciousness of all peoples whereby wars will cease and we will collectively
build the House for all People. We see that our differences are the means to magnify the vastness
of our likenesses. We see that differences are detailed expressions of our wholeness. 

YHWH proceeds before us and has always been before and will always be before us.
When the worlds began, the United Faces ordered the elements to reflect and magnify the
Master Name whereby His Name takes up residence with all within. The Name of YHWH goes
before us as we are brought out of our father and enter into our mother whereby we form a like-
ness according to the pattern of Unity. The United Faces within extends outwardly to guide the
energies. When each name beholds the Faces of ALhhim being mirrored to them, from the
waters of their own body as well as from the bodies of their neighbor, they shall be One. 

The Faces of Unity go before us when we are readied to see them. Various people come
into our life when we are mutually readied to assist each other. Our relationships are built and
maintained by our mutual assistance. Each relationship becomes a Face of Unity. When we are
able to come face to face with another, we are able to enter into intimacy, positioned to mirror
the traits of unity to another which stimulates growth and expansion of energies. Partners assist
each other to proceed in the dynamics of Unity. Via receiving united expressions from another, a
new vista or path of consciousness opens. 

The Faces of Unity are before our faces to reflect every nature, every trait, and operation of
Unity. Beholding the Faces of Unity we rise unto our complete unfoldment, confirming the cul-
minating structure of the Joseph energy. Though our ascensions we merge together into a unified
consciousness that is supported with the full communication of words and mathematical formu-
las. This merger is a thinktank for us to generate new thoughts that will formulate the clouds of
the day. 

Our daily activities are according to the thoughts of the Faces. As we think upon the expres-
sions of Unity, so are our activities. As the ALhhim—principles of Light arise within our mem-
bers a cloud is formed for the day. When there is no consideration or presence of the cloud
regarding the Faces of Unity, the activities are generally in vain or without productivity. 

The contemplation of the Faces generates a pillar of cloud—a column or a positioning of
thoughts which become a Guide to The Way. This cloud arises as the sun in the east and follows
over our head during the day unto the night. We are baptized into this cloud as the thoughts of
Light descend within our waters and immerse our energies with the frequencies of the United
Faces. This is the meaning that they were all baptized unto Moses in the cloud with the sea.

The priest in our generations will baptize each one according to their own name—that is, to
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confirm the entrance of the Name into the body or sea of water. The priest will not take you to
the river anymore, but will take you to the waters that are within you and confirm your name of
light to be immersed within the Waters of Life wherein you put on garments of immortality.

Regarding baptism: A young man was asked to become the god-father of his brother’s
child. His brother had married and converted to become Roman Catholic. His brother’s family
was now making preparations for their first child to be baptized in the church. The young man
was asked by his brother to be the god-father for the child at the baptism. However, when the
priest found out that his brother had never been baptized, he informed the parents that the young
man could not be the god-father. When the the young man related this story to me, I asked him if
was immersed in his mother’s water? If so, you may ask the priest if this was in some way being
baptized by God himself, and moreover would that baptism, the acceptance of the Order and
Process of the divine creation count toward your being a representative for others? This baptism
of the embryo refers to the first heaven or Mind consciousness State of Body. However; as the
mind ascends daily with the light, we reenter into the waters and are immersed with the thoughts
of light descending into the sea. This is the day that YahúWah makes, we will be glad and rejoice
in it. 

A night refers to the instruction being assembled through Fire. As Wisdom is positioned like
a pillar through our thoughts, the instruction assemble into our consciousness from Fire. This
gathering of Fire formulates the pillar of night which is the Semek. As a cloud of thoughts rises
daily over our tabernacle by day, it descends and takes its place within our Names at night. Our
night is characterized by the pillar of Fire/Wisdom from the offerings of Yæhh. This is an
overview picture of the daily offering as it ascends and descends upon the altar of our heart.

He will not depart:  çymy al 22     

A pillar of the cloud will be their day   µmwy ˆn[h dwm[

joined with a pillar of the fire to be a night   hlyl çah dwm[w

for the faces of the people.     :m[h ynpl 

The Faces of Unity are always toward us, providing thoughts [also known as the daily

bread] to be the basis of our day. The thoughts of Unity become the basis of our daily operations

and activities. Connected with the daily actions is the Revelation of Wisdom, the glowing fire

that directs the hands to be with the direction/guidance of light/hlyl. There can be no night

without pillar of Fire; for as Wisdom is positioned the night may formulate. That is, when the

sons of Shem gather in Mitzraim, all of Israel may come into Egypt with their veiled bodies, or

with a night. Until the Fire is positioned, there is no night, and hence no creation. For inorder for

there to be a creation there is first a night, that is, the pillar of Fire has become positioned for

revelation and communication.

The processes of the pillars is for the Faces/Expressions of the people—for the full expres-
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sion of the illuminated encircling of waters—whereby all of the Light is Understood, having

been reflected to us with full comprehension/m[h. In this process, we become the revealed

Word of the Father, the children of Light.
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